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@ Paperboard bottle.

@ A bottle type container is fabricated by blow
molding a continuous wall liner of thermoplas-

tic polymer integrally to the interior wall surface

of an oppositely matched pair of paperboard

cladding jackets. Paperboard cladding jackets

respective to each pair are joined substantially

edge-to-edge along the meeting seam exclu-

sively by the continuous liner wall lap. For
container stability when resting on a flat sur-

face, at least one folded ridge is formed In the

bottom edge panel of both jackets.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention:

The present invention relates to composite mate-

rial containers suitable for transport and storage of liq-

uid food products, household cleaners and other flu-

ent materials.

Description of the Prior Art:

Utility for the present invention is focused upon

recloseable liquid containers in consumer sizes of

one to five liters such as is used for milk, fruit juice,

bleach, automotive antifreeze and household clean-

ing chemicals. A considerable portion of the present

market demand for such containers is provided by

blow molded plastic containers as are represented by

those described by U. S. Patent 4,070,429 to A. R.

Uhling.

Blow molding is a term of art used to describe the

process by which a hollow, tubular parison of hot, vis-

cous thermoplastic polymer is extruded into a re-

closeable mold cavity. When sufficient parison mate-

rial is in place within the closed mold cavity and both

ends of the parison tube are closed as by pinching, an

inflation needle is inserted into the closed parison

volume and pressurized gas released therethrough.

Expansion of the pressurized gas within the closed

parison expands the hot thermoplastic walls of the

closed parison against the closed mold walls thereby

forming the desired final article shape. So formed,

the mold confined thermoplastic article is chilled

within the mold to solidification. Thereafter, the mold

cavity is opened to release the article so formed.

Generally, this process is practiced with a mono-

layer thermoplastic parison but multiple layer lamin-

ations are known to the art.

Product or contents identification and informa-

tion is applied after the vessel is formed. This may be

by masked exterior spray application or a printed pa-

per label secured adhesively to the exterior article

walls. In either case, the graphics field is somewhat

limited.

Along a separate line of development, reclose-

able liquid containers are also made from wax or plas-

tic coated paperboard. These containers are usually

flat sided, square sectioned rectangles folded from

flat sheet stock. An attractive marketing feature of

such containers is the capability of complex graphic

presentations printed directly upon the exterior con-

tainer surfaces before folding. On the negative side,

the liquid seal integrity of paperboard containers is

less than satisfactory.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention

to combine the superior features of blow molded and

paperboard containers without the corresponding

negative consequences.

Another object of the present invention is to pro-

vide a composite material liquid container having a

paperboard exterior structural jacket having preprint-

ed graphics and an blow molded interior liquid seal.

5 Another object of the present invention is to pro-

vide a high production rate composite material bottle

that relies upon a minimal quantity of polymer as an

interior liquid seal liner.

Another object ofthe present invention is the pro-

10 vision of a blow molded liquid container having im-

proved rigidity and stiffness.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

15 These and other objects of the invention to be

hereafter described or made apparent from the de-

scription, are served by a recloseable container ofthe

bottle type comprising a pair of exterior paperboard

cladding jacket halves, butt joined along meeting

20 edges by the bridging lap of a blow molded polymer

lining. Such lining is integrally bonded to the entire in-

terior surface of the paperboard cladding jacket

halves and continuously converges into a bottle-neck

opening. In the bottle-neck region, the polymer wall

25 thickness is increased to achieve free-standing rigid-

ity without reliance upon an exterior paperboard rein-

forcement.

The sides and bottom of the bottle are structur-

ally rigidified by the cladding jacket halves which are

so fold-formed from sheet stock paperboard: a suitable

surface for high quality print graphics. After printing

and cutting, the flat paperboard cladding jacket

blanks are magazine fed to a transition mechanism

which breaks the paperboard blanks along the desig-

35 nated fold lines and inserts the erected blank into the

exposed cavities of an open pair of blow mold half

sections carried by a multiple mold, blow molding

wheel machine. The two mold half sections are

passed on opposite sides of a continuously extruded

40 polymer parison aligned tofall tangentially againstthe

blow molding wheel machine arc. With the parison

aligned between the open mold halves and the erect-

ed blanks positioned within each mold half cavity, the

mold halves are closed upon the parison to pinch it

45 closed. Thereafter, the parison is inflated with a pres-

surized blowing gas such as air to line the blanks and

lap the two blank formed cladding jackets together.

When parison expansion is complete, the hot polymer

is chilled to solidification. Ejection from a mold is fol-

so lowed by final trimming and content filling.

To provide a flat-bottom resting surface for the

bottle, both cladding jackets halves are given a

straight line crease along the bottom edge panel. The

finish mold configuration of this arrangement is two

55 parallel-planar fold edges In the nature of rails offer-

ing stable support upon a flat surface.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Relative to the drawings wherein like reference

characters designate like or similar elements through-

out the several figures of the drawings:

FIGURE 1 is a side elevational view of the finish-

ed bottle article of the invention.

FIGURE 2 is a rear end elevational view of the

finished bottle article of the invention.

FIGURE 3 is a plan view of the left hand paper-

board blank profile.

FIGURE 4 is a plan view of the right hand paper-

board blank profile.

FIGURE 5 is a partial section of a blow mold shell

pair having a corresponding pair of paperboard

blanks positioned therewith.

FIGURE 6 is a sectional view ofthe invention bot-

tle article as taken along the cutting plane VI-VI

of Figure 1.

FIGURE 7 is a side elevational view ofthe inven-

tion bottle article as removed from the blow mold

and prior to flash trimming.

FIGURE 8 is an end elevational view ofthe inven-

tion bottle article as removed from the blow mold

and prior to flash tnmming.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

A completed article representative of the present

invention is seen by Figures 1 and 2 to include a bottle

having flat, faceted surfaces for the broad sides 10,

the leading edge 11 , the trailing edge 12, the top edge

13 and the bottom edge 14. Handgrip depressions 15

are formed in the plane of broadsides 10 to facilitate

manual handling. Afill/pour neck 1 6 extends from the

leading edge end of top edge 1 3 to provide the bottle

with a recloseable aperture structure. Thread ring 17

terminates the fill/pour neck 16 to receive a replace-

able sealing cap not shown.

Distinctive to the present invention are a pair of

bottom rail ridges 18 formed along the planarjunction

between two facets of the bottle bottom edge 14.

These rails provide a stable and rigidly defined sup-

port plane for the bottle when filled. Aflat bottomed

bottle tends to warp under the weight and hydraulic

stress of liquid contents into a spherical surface sec-

tion: a positionally unstable shape.

Except for the fill/pour neck 16 extension, sub-

stantially all exterior surface of the present bottle is

constructed of paperboard which envelopes the bot-

tle volume.

Definitively, paperboard is a 0.007 to 0.035 inch

dried and calendered thickness of wet-laid cellulose

fiber. For the present invention, however, 0.018 to

0.028 inch paperboard is preferred although either

heavier or lighter paperboard may be used.

Depending on the desired graphic quality, the pa-

perboard may be formed from bleached pulp stock

with a clay coated and calendered surface or from re-

cycled paperboard.

As a first step toward finished bottle fabrication,

5 paperboard blanks as represented by Figures 3 and

4 are graphically decorated by register controlled

printing and cutting presses. Mirror opposite right and

left hand blanks R and L are crease scored along the

dashed lines between major facet panels to bias fold

10 breaking ofthe blank along such lines. Acrow-foot cut

line pattern in the handgrip area 15 permits a con-

verging facet surface depression in that area from the

facet plane ofbroadsides 10R and 10L. Rail crease 18

divides the two bottom edge panels 14R and 14L into

is two additional facet planes, respectively.

External perimeter edges of both blanks in the

mirror opposite pair are dimensioned and cut for a

edge-to-edge match in the finished article except for

edges 19, 20 and 21 which are set back from a meet-

20 ing edge line. These set-back edges close upon an

uninflated parison to be subsequently described and

require a gap distance therebetween to accommo-

date the collapsed, double wall thickness of polymer

squeezed between the opposing edges when the

25 mold halves close as illustrated by the trim flash 40

of Figures 7 and 8.

Of particular note to the blank design is a char-

acteristic absence of any tabs or other lapping devic-

es to structurally lock the blank pair together. Material

30 properties of the blow molded polymer liner including

tensile strength and adhesive tenacity to adjacent pa-

perboard faces preclude the necessity for any addi-

tional joint strengthening across the blank perimeter

edge meeting lines or joints. Paperboard edge laps

35 are not precluded by the invention and may be pro-

vided as a particular design characteristic or as an

unintended manufacturing defect However, such

laps are not required by the invention to secure adja-

cent paperboard edges together.

40 Preparatory to blow molding a polymer liner with-

in the vessel volume between a mirror opposite pair

of paperboard blanks 10R and 10L, the several blank

facet planes are angularly defined by break folding

the blanks along the several dashed score lines illu-

45 strated by Figure 3 and 4.

Formation of a polymer liner within a paperboard

blank pair is mechanically accomplished by a blow

molding wheel apparatus such as described by U. S.

Patent 5,009,939. Specific reference is made to that

so disclosure, forthe mechanical details. This apparatus

includes a multiplicity of mold units mounted on a ro-

tatively driven, circular framework. Each mold unit in-

cludes a pair of shells, in this case, mirror opposites,

mounted for relatively opposite reciprocation perpen-

55 dicular to the wheel rotational plane between open

and closed mold positions.

Internally, the mold shells include a cavity config-

ured to the final, external shape and dimension ofthe
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finished bottle article. Each shell in the mold unit pair

defines a respective portion of the total cavity vol-

ume. In the special case of a bottle that is completely

symmetric laterally of a central plane, cavities respec-

tive to the unit pair will be mirror opposites. However,

symmetry is not required of the invention and selec-

tive departures from symmetry may be designed with

appropriate consideration of the paperboard blank

configuration.

For the presently preferred symmetrical embodi-

ment, the respective shell cavities of a mold unit pair

are substantially mirror opposite voids. When the

molds are open, both shells are retracted from a com-

mon center plane of closure. When the molds are

closed, both shells are in face-to-face engagement at

the center plane of closure. This mold reciprocation is

coordinated with the angular indexing of the mold

frame wheel aboutthe wheel rotational axis. An open

mold is presented to the vertical or 12 O'clock posi-

tion to receive a pair of break fold erected paperboard

blanks. This circumstance is represented by Figure 5

wherein the two mold shells 30L and 30R are with-

drawn from the common center plane and a paper-

board blank pair 10L and 10R is inserted into the re-

spective shell cavities. A system of vacuum channels

and conduits 31 opening into the shell cavities secure

pos'rtionment of the blanks tightly against the shell

cavity walls while open.

Holding the open position with the paperboard

blanks in place, rotation of the mold frame wheel car-

ries the blank loaded shells into tangential alignment

with a continuously extruded parison 32 of polymer

descending vertically from an extruder head. In this

particular embodiment ofthe invention, the parison is

a polymer walled hollow tube having a cross-section

in the form of a symmetrically elongated oval: i.e. the

sectional width is greater along an axis parallel with

common center plane than a dimension perpendicu-

lar to the center plane. Universally, the parison is a

hollow tube bounded by a continuous perimeter wall

33 of hot, viscous polymer.

In the open position, respective mold shells pass

on opposite sides of the standing parison extrusion as

alignment is approached. Upon reaching alignment

with the parison axis, the mold is closed and the op-

posite shells pinch the parison walls 33 together at

both top and bottom ends.

Simultaneous with closure, a blowing needle 34

penetrates the parison wall to deliver a pressurized

blowing gas to the internal volume of the parison

tube. Expansion of such blowing gas stretches the

hot, viscous parison walls 33 into pressing contact

with the interior surfaces of blanks 10L and 10R.

Such pressure may be as high as 90 psi but more nor-

mally is in the order of 40 psi. Under such pressure,

the parison polymer is driven deeply into the paper-

board surface matrix of fiber for a uniformly tight, in-

timate bond. Additionally, the parison interior pres-

sure presses the blank more tightly against the mold

wall for an idealized fit between the cut perimeter

edges ofthe paperboard blanks. Except for edge-to-

edge meeting seams, the resulting paperboard sur-

5 face is smooth and continuously planar, having no

laps or abrupt discontinuities except forthe designed

facet edges which are sharp and straight.

As initially extruded, the parison wall 33 may be

of substantially uniform thickness around its continu-

10 ous sectional perimeter. Expansion of the wall is sub-

stantially radial. Since the parison polymer volume is

fixed upon closure ofthe mold, the parison wall thick-

ness diminishes as a direct function ofthe mold cavity

sectional perimeter relative to an initial parison sec-

15 tional perimeter. Accordingly, the parison wall 33

thickness is substantially thinner upon contact with

the paperboard blank inner walls than it was upon ini-

tial extrusion. Proportionally, however, the initial par-

ison wall is expanded in the fill/pour neck 16 section

20 much less than In a section of the main bottle body.

Consequently, the final fill/pour neck wall thickness

is proportionally thicker than the polymerliner within

the main bottle body. This circumstance is graphically

represented by Figure 6 showing the polymer liner 35

25 thickness against the paperboard blanks 10R and

10L to be considerably less than the free standing

wall thickness of the fill/pour neck 16. Representa-

tively, a liner 35 thickness may be 0.010 to 0.020 inch

thick. For a small 16 to 28 oz. bottle volume, the liner

30 35 thickness may be as little as 0.005 inch. In the bot-

tle corners, the liner 35 thickness may be as thin as

0.001 to 0.004 inch. Comparatively, the fill/pour neck

16 should have a polymer thickness sufficient to re-

sist screw cap torque of 0.01 0 to 0.040, depending on

35 the neck length: a dimensional range common to

polymer bottles having no paperboard cladding.

Other embodiments of the invention may include

parisons of selectively profiled wall thickness. A pro-

filed parison wall is one in which the wall thickness is

40 varied as the parison length is extruded axially. By

this means, more or less polymer volume may be

placed in selected sectional zones of the invention.

As permutations ofthe invention described here-

tofore, it will be understood to those of skill in the art

45 that the paperboard blanks may be provided with an

exterior surface coating of protective polymer such a

low density polyethylene. Normally, such an exterior

coating would be applied to the paperboard roll stock

as a curtain coat before printing, scoring or cutting of

so the blank profiles.

Some blow molding polymers do not adhere well

to paperboard. When the functional properties of

such a polymer are desired, it may be necessary to

coat the blank Interior surface with a 0.0005 inch to

55 0.00075 inch layer of polymer compatible to both pa-

perboard and the paper rejecting polymer. Examples

are low density polyethylene and the copolymers of

ethylene methyl acrylate and ethylene vinyl acetate.

4
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Such an adhesive layer may be curtain coated or

press applied onto the paperboard roll stock or includ-

ed as an outer wall laminae in the extruded parison.

Composition of the parison 32 may be either

monolayer or multilayer polymer. Typically, both low s

and high density polyethylene, Nylon, ethylene vinyl

alcohol, ethylene vinyl acetate Plexar, ethylene me-

thyl acrylate ethylene acrylic acid and Surlyn have

been used. Laminated combinations of parison poly-

mer are designed to accommodate the intended con- 10

tents. Products such as juices require a barrier such

as ethylene vinyl alcohol to prevent oxidation and fla-

vor scalping. Liquid detergents or cleaners require a

Nylon layer to prevent chemical degradation of the

container. 15

For comparable structural rigidity, a solid polymer

wall bottle requires approximately 50 to 60 percent

more polymer than the present invention. Moreover,

the quality of press applied graphics to a bleached

and calendered paperboard surface has no compar- 20

able peer.

Therefore, as our invention,

Claims 25

1 . A composite fluid container having a paperboard

exterior surface and a blow molded polymer inter-

ior lining comprising:

A structural paperboard jacket having a 30

plurality of fold-formed planar facets to substan-

tially envelope an interior volume of said contain-

er and having substantially edge-to-edge joint

seams between meeting perimeter edges of said

jacket; 35

A blow molded polymer lining bonded Inti-

mately and continuously to substantially all inter-

ior surface area of said Jacket and continuously

bridging said edge-to-edge joint seams; and

Container aperture means formed as a 40

continuously extended portion of said blow mold-

ed lining.

2. Acomposite fluid container as described by claim

1 wherein said paperboard jacket comprises a 45

plurality of independent paperboard blanks, each

being fold-formed to a respective portion of said

container interior volume and joined substantially

edge-to-edge by said blow molded continuous

lining. so

1 wherein the thickness of said polymer lining ad-

jacent said paperboard is substantially less than

walls respective to said aperture means.

5. Acompositefluid container as described by claim

1 wherein said container aperture means is a

fill/pour neck having recloseable seal means.

6. A composite fluid container as described by claim

1 having a pair of bottom support rails, said rails

being formed by the intersection of facet planes

that are fold-formed in said paperboard jacket.

7. Acompositefluid container as described by claim

1 having faceted handgrip depressions in the

planes of opposite side facets.

8. A substantially fluid impermeable container of

the bottle type comprising:

A pair of cut and break folded paperboard

blanks aligned along substantially edge-to-edge

joints to substantially enclose a containervolume

within side, end, top and bottom portions, said

bottom portion having at least two break folded

ridges in a common plane for stable support of

said container on a flat surface; and,

Athermoplastic polymer lining blow mold-

ed into Intimate bonded contactwith substantially

all interior surface area of said blanks, said lining

bridging said end-to-end joints to unitize said

blanks and said lining as a single, integral article.

9. A container as described by claim 8 comprising a

tubular aperture neck projecting from said top

portion as an integral continuation of said poly-

mer lining.

10. A container as described by daim 9 wherein said

polymer lining is 0.005 to 0.020 inch thick adja-

cent said paperboard and 0.010 to 0.040 inch

thick as an aperture neck tube wall.

11. A container as described by claim 9 wherein said

aperture neck includes recloseable seal means.

12. A container as described by claim 8 wherein said

ridges are formed by the intersection oftwo break

folded planar panels within bottom portions of re-

spective blanks.

3. Acomposite fluid container as described by claim

2 wherein said plurality of independent paper-

board blanks comprises a pair of mirror opposite

blanks joined substantially edge-to-edge at a 55

central plane of said container.

4. Acompositefluid containeras described by claim

5
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FIG. 5
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